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Save More Than $600 on the All-New Motorola Edge+ 2023 When Switching
to Boost Mobile
New customers can get Motorola’s newest 5G flagship smartphone for just $199 starting
today

Boost Mobile was the first to carry the incredible
new motorola edge+ 2023, and now customers
can get the best deal available on the new edge+,
starting at just $199.991 when they switch their
wireless service2. And the savings don’t stop
there, the motorola edge+ 2022 is also available
for new Boost Mobile customers starting at only
$49.993. Customers have until June 26, 2023 to
take advantage of these amazing offers.

“We are doubling down on the quality and value
we deliver for our customers, with proven device
partners like Motorola and their all-new flagship
smartphone, the motorola edge+ 2023,” said
Jonathan Sipling, chief marketing officer, Retail
Wireless, DISH Wireless. “Offers like these help
our customers experience the latest technology,
not just in their smartphone, but also by
connecting them to our Boost 5G network to
ensure they have the reliability they need and
depend on.”

Powered by the first-of-its-kind Boost 5G network,
the motorola edge+ 2023 gives Boost Mobile customers exclusive access to the latest 5G technology
in more than 50 markets nationwide4. Combined with our 5G partner networks, Boost Mobile
customers can be sure they will have great 5G coverage on the new motorola edge+.

The motorola edge+ 2023 features a flawless, quad-curved, endless edge design for superior comfort
in-hand. It boasts a 6.7-inch pOLED display for a cinema-quality viewing experience, and an incredible
165Hz refresh rate for smoother gaming. Customers can say goodbye to application lags with the
device’s speedy Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 processor, which also supports the capture of amazing 8K or
4K HDR10+ video – providing the greatest possible range of color and light. With days of life from the
efficient 5100mAh battery5, and 512GB of memory, users can create and store all of their favorite
content without worry.

Existing Boost Mobile customers aren’t left out of the savings. They can upgrade to the 2023 and
2022 motorola edge+ devices for $249.99 and $99.99, respectively.

Visit boostmobile.com/locations to find a store near you, where you can purchase the new motorola
edge+ 2023 and other great Motorola smartphones.

For more information on Boost Mobile plans and devices, please visit boostmobile.com.

1 The suggested retail price of the motorola edge+ 2023 is $849.99, which is the price customers pay without ID verification
2 While supplies last. Excl. tax. Limit 1 device/line. Avail. for new customers only. Req. eligible port & activation on eligible plans. In select
markets/retailers (excl. boostmobile.com or national retailers). Discount applied toward phone purchase; no cash back, credit or rain
checks. Select models only, no substitutions. Selection & availability vary by retailer.
3 The suggested retail price of the motorola edge+ 2022 is $749.99, which is the price customers pay without ID verification
4 Boost 5G network access not available in all markets
5 All battery life claims are approximate and based on the median user tested across a mixed use profile (which includes both usage and
standby time) under optimal network conditions. Actual battery performance will vary and depends on many factors including signal
strength, network and device settings, temperature, battery condition, and usage patterns.
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